You’ve submitted your application and you landed the interview! Now what? There are many ways you can prepare for your interview by thinking through some questions you may be asked and preparing answers ahead of time, prepping and pressing your outfit, and thinking of questions you have about the position for the interviewer(s). Though interviews can be nerve wracking, some extra preparation and planning can help to ease those nerves and you can rock the interview!

To learn more about interviewing, check-out these resources.

- **How to Rock an Interview**
  LinkedIn Learning - 00:28 hrs

- **Mastering Common Interview Questions**
  LinkedIn Learning - 00:56 hrs

- **Interviewing Techniques**
  LinkedIn Learning – 01:17 hrs

- **Video Interview Tips**
  LinkedIn Learning – 00:24 hrs

- **How to Succeed in an Internal Job Interview**
  LinkedIn Learning - 00:24 hrs